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Let Aj(L), Aj(L*) denote the successive minima of a lattice L and its reciprocal lattice L*, and
let [bj,. ., bn] be a basis of L that is reduced in the sense of Korkin and Zolotarev. We prove that
[4/(t + 3)]A,(L)2 < | b j 2 < [(t + 3)/4]A t(i)2 and | b J 2 A „ ^ + 1 ( L * ) 2 < [(, + 3)/4][(n - ι + 4)/4] 7 * 2 ,
where 7^ = min{7j : l < j < n} and 7^ denotes Hermite's constant. As a consequence the
inequalities l < \(L)\
n
_t+1(L*) < n 2 /6 are obtained for n > 7. Given a basis S of a lattice L in
R m of rank n and χ 6 R m , we define polynomial time computable quantities A(B) and μ(χ, Β) that
are lower bounds for AI (L) and μ(χ, L), where μ(χ, L) is the Euclidean distance from χ to the closest
vector in L. If in addition B is reciprocal to a Korkin-Zolotarev basis of L*, then AI (L) <
1. Introduction
The problem of selecting frorri all bases for a lattice a canonical basis with
desirable properties is called reduction theory. The classical question motivating
the invention of reduction theory is the determination of the minima of positive
definite integral quadratic forms. Lagrange [10] developed a reduction theory for
binary quadratic forms, and the general study of the higher dimensional case was
initiated by Hermite [6] in 1850 and Korkin and Zolotarev [9] in 1873. Several
distinct notions of reduction have been studied, including those associated to the
names Hermite, Korkin-Zolotarev, Minkowski and Venkov; see [19, 20, 22, 23].
Recently there has been renewed interest in reduction theory arising from the
problem of designing computationally efficient algorithms for finding a short vector
in a lattice. This was stimulated by a new method in integer programming [12]
and by Loväsz' lattice basis reduction algorithm, presented in [11], which has had
quite a few applications, see [4, 8, 11, 13]. From this computational perspective the
most natural of the classical reduction theories to consider is that of Korkin and
Zolotarev, because the computational problem of finding a basis of a general lattice
reduced in the sense of Korkin and Zolotarev is polynomial time equivalent to the
computational problem of finding a shortest non-zero vector in a lattice.
Our object in this paper is to prove inequalities bounding vectors in a Korkin-
Zolotarev reduced basis of a lattice L in terms of the successive minima of L and
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its reciprocal lattice L* Our results can be viewed äs giving vanous senses m
which a Korkm-Zolotarev basis of a lattice is nearly orthogonal Roughly speakmg
our bounds improve on classically known bounds by replacmg certam constants
exponential in the rank n of the lattice mvolved by constants polynomial m n In
particular we obtam for a lattice L of rank n the mequahties
l < Xi(L)Xn-l+l(L*) < in 2 for l < ι < n,b
vahd for n > 7
We also study certam quantities X(B) and μ(χ, Β) that are computable m poly-
nomial time given a basis B of a lattice L in Rn and a vector χ m Rre, which have
the properties that \(B) is a lower bound for the length of a shortest non-zero vector
in L and μ(χ, B) is a lower bound for the distance of χ to any vector m L We show
that these lower bounds are quite good when the basis B of L is reciprocal to a Ko-
rkm-Zolotarev basis of the reciprocal lattice L* These results give some Information
concernmg the computational complexity of recogmzmg short vectors in a lattice
2. Statement of results
Let m be a positive integer We denote by ( , ) the Euchdean inner product on
R m and by | | the Euchdean norm, so |v|2 = £I=i tf for v = (Vl, ,vm) 6 R m
A lattice is a discrete additive subgroup L of R m Its rank is the dimension of the
R subspace V (L) that it spans Each lattice L of rank n has a basis, i e a sequence
[bi, , b
n
] of n elements of L that generate L äs an abehan group We define the
determinant d(L) of L by choosmg any basis [b1; ,bn] of L and settmg
This does not depend on the choice of the basis The ι-th successive rmmmum \(L)
of a lattice L (with respect to the Euchdean norm) ib the smallest real number r such
that there are ι vectors m L of length at most r that are R-hnearly mdependent
The lattice L* reciprocal to L (also called the lattice polar or dual to L) is defined
äs
L* = {w 6 V(L) (w,v) e z for all v £ L}
We have L** = L and d(L*) = d(L}~1 For each basis B = [b1; ,bn] of a lattice
L there is a umque basis B* = [b*, , bjjj of L* such that
(b b*\ = / ^ 1 f 2 + J = = n + lj
* "
 J
 10 otherwise
We call this the basii, of L* reciprocal to B Note that we numbered the elernents of
B* m reverse order to what is customary
Hermite's constant ^n is defined by
7n = sup{Ai(£)2d(£)~2'n L is a lattice of rank n}
Its value is known exactly for n < 8, see [2, Appendix] Mmkowski's convex body
theorem imphes that j n < 4τΓ~1Γ(1 + η/2)2/η (see [2, IX 7}}, which yields j n < In/Z
for all n > 2 It i& known that
äs n —> c»,
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see [18], and the upper bound has been further improved to (l + o(l)) · 0.872η/(πε)
by Kabatyanskn and Levenshtem, see [3, Ch. 9]. It has never been proved that 7«
is an increasing function of n, though this is very likely true. For convenience we
define
(1) 7n = maxH : l < i < n}
to obtain a non-decreasing function of n. We have 7^ < 2n/3 for all n > 2.
Given a basis B = [bi , . . . , b^] of a lattice L in R , we define the Gram-Schrmdt
. J. J.
orthogonahzation B* = [b{ , . . . , b),,] of B by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
process: let bf = bi, and define bj recursively for 2 < i < n by
A
* where
i — p
. .
ior l < j < ι < n.
,
Thus we have the Gram-Schmidt decomposition
ι— ι
(2) b
z
 = bj + ] Γ Λ j b for l < i < n.
It follows that d(L) = ΠΓ=ι lb · K i s n o t difficul* t o prove that the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization £?*ΐ = [b*', . . . ,b^] of the reciprocal basis B* of L* is expressed
in j?t by
(3) < t t + 1 = b t V | b I | 2 f o r l < i < n .
We say that a basis [bi, . . . , b
n
] is reduced m the sense of Korkin and Zolotarev,
or that it is a Korkin- Zolotarev basts, if it satisfies the following recursive set of
conditions:
(4) bx is a shortest non-zero vector of L in the Euclideari norm;
(5) K I l < 1/2 for 2 <i < n;
(6) if L(n~V denotes the orthogonal projection of L on the orthogonal comple-
ment (Rbi)"1- of Rbi. then the projections bj — Μι,ι^ ι of b2, . . . , b n yield a
Korkin- Zolotarev basis [b2 - μ 2 )^ι, . . . ,b n — μη,ι^ι] of L(n~l) .
The above definition is equivalent to the definition of Korkin and Zolotarev [9] . An
equivalent non-recursive definition can be given äs follows.
Let B = [bi, . - . , bn] be a basis for a lattice L in R r n . For i e {l, . . . , n}, denote
by τιν^"1 ~" * ("bi + . . . + Rbi_1)J- the orthogonal projection on the orthogonal
complement of R bi + . . . + R b,_!. Write L^n~l+1) = ^(L); this is a lattice of rank
n
 — ί-\- 1 with basis [^(bj), . . . ,7r
z
(b
n
)]. In terms of the Gram-Schmidt decomposition
we have Tr^b,) - b] + E Ü i Mj.fcb^ , in particular Tz(bt) = bj. Unwinding the
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defmition just given, we see that B is a Korkin-Zolotarev basis if and only if the
following two conditions are satisfied:
(7) bj is a shortest non-zero vector of £/™~z+1) in the Euclidean norm, for
\< ι < n;
(8) | M , j | < l / 2 f o r l < j < t < n .
It is known that the domain of all Korkin-Zolotarev bases of lattices of rank n
in the space of all bases of lattices of rank n in Rn can be specified by a finite
set of inequalities that are quadratic in the entries b^ of the n x n basis matrix
B = [bj,... ,b
n
]. These inequalities have been determined explicitly for n < 8, see
[17].
We call a basis B of a lattice L a reciprocal Korkin-Zolotarev basis if its reciprocal
basis B* is a Korkin-Zolotarev basis of Z/*. »
In Section 3 of this paper we prove the following two theorems, which relate the
length of vectors in any Korkin-Zolotarev basis of L to the successive minima of L i
and L*.
Theorem 2.1. // [bi,... ,b
n
] is a Korkin-Zolotarev basis of a lattice L, then
-A,(L)2 < |bj|2 < ~^A,(L)2 forl<i<n.
The upper bound in this theorem is essentially due to Mahler [14], cf. [2, V.4] We
will give examples to show that the inequalities in Theorem 2.1 cannot be much
improved.
Theorem 2.2. If[bi,...,b
n
] is a Korkin-Zolotarev basis of a lattice L, then
N 2A
n
_ t + 1(L*) 2 < i ± _ · - ~ ^ + · 7^2 for l < ι < n,
where 7 ,^ is äs in (1).
Note that the upper bound is O(n4).
As consequences of these results we obtain the following two theorems, which
are also proved in Section 3.
«l
Theorem 2.3. / / [ b j , . . . , bra] is a Korkin-Zolotarev basis of a lattice L, then
Note that -γ£ ΠΓ=ι(* + 3 ) / 4 ^ η2™/(4ττβ2 -f- o( l ) ) n for n -> oo. This theorem provides
an upper bound for the orthogonahty defect (Πι=ι \^i\)/d(L) of a Korkin-Zolotarev
basis. Hermite's inequality asserts that any basis has orthogonality defect at least l,
with equality if and only if the basis is orthogonal.
Theorem 2.4. The successive minima of a lattice L of rank n and its reciprocal lattice
L* satisfy
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for l < i < n, with 7^ äs m (1).
The lower bound is classical, see [2, VIII.5, Theorem VI]. From Theorem 2.4 we see
t hat
l < At(£)A„_j+1(L*) <^n2 for n > 7, l < i < n.
Previously known upper bounds were exponential in n, see [2, VIII.5, Theorem VI].
A limit on the amount of improvement possible in Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 is
imposed by a result of Conway and Thompson, see [16, Ch. II, Theorem 9.5], which
asserts that there exist lattices Ln of rank n with Ln = L* for which
(9) X^LnY^L^ > V + "(l)) aa n -+ oo.
In Section 4 we prove lower bounds for the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalizations of
Korkin-Zolotarev bases and reciprocal Korkin- Zolotare v bases. These include
for a reciprocal Korkin-Zolotarev basis and
for a Korkin-Zolotarev basis, see Proposition 4.1 and 4.2. It is an interesting open
problem whether or not a bound of the form |b^| > n°(1)Ai(L) holds for all Korkin-
Zolotarev bases.
The covering radms μ(Χ) is the smallest number r such that all vectors χ £ V' (L)
are at distance at most r from a lattice vector. In Section 5 we prove the following
bounds for the covering radius.
Theorem 2.5. The covering radius ß(L) of a lattice L of rank n satisfies
with 7* äs m (1).
The lower bound is well known [2, XI.3]. From the upper bound it follows that
for all n > 1. The Conway- Thompson result (9) together with the obvious bound
ß(L) > Ai(L)/2 imply that there exist lattices Ln of rank n with Ln — L*n and
In Section 6 we obtain bounds for \\(V) and for the quantity μ(χ, L) that
measures the distance from a vector χ to the closest vector in the lattice L. Given a
basis B of a lattice L, with Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization [b{, . . . ,b„], we define
X(B) = min{|bj : l < ι < n}.
This quantity gives rise to the following bounds for AI (L).
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Theorem 2.6. For any basis B of a lattice L we have
Ax(L) > \(B).
1} B is a reciprocal Korkin-Zolotarev basis of a lattice L of rank n, then we have
where 7^ is äs m (1).
Next we consider μ(χ, L). Let B be a basis of a lattice L, with Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization [b | , . . . ,bjj]. Let x € R m , and write x - x' + x" with x' e V (L)
and x" e V(L)^-. It is not difficult to see that there exists a unique b e L such that
x' - b = 53™=1u,bJ for certain real numbers v} with —1/2 < Vj < 1/2. Using this
representation, we define
w0 = x' - b, wz = - b ! + V^ w,b, for l < ι < n,2
,
1/2
Αί(χ', ß ) = min{|wz| : Ο < ι < η}, μ(χ, Β) = (μ(χ', β ) 2 + |χ" | 2 ) .
This quantity gives rise ίο the following bounds for μ(χ, L).
Theorem 2.7. ibr any basis B of a lattice Lin^m of rank n and any x e R7
// ϊη addition B is a reciprocal Korkin- Z olotarev basis of L, then we have
with 7* äs »n (1).
In Section 7 we use Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 to bound the non-deterministic computa-
tional complexity of finding a provably short, or provably close, vector in a lattice.
In Section 8 we extend the bounds from Sections 3 and 5 to arbitrary Symmetrie
convex distance functions, i. e. functions F:^n — »· R satisfying
-F(x) > 0, with equality if and only if x = 0,
F(ax) = \a\F(x), F(x + y) < F(x) + F(y)
for all x, y € Rn and α e R. Such a function is determined by its unit ball
Ω = {x · F(x) < 1}, which is a compact Symmetrie convex set containing 0 in
its interior The reciprocal distance function F* is defined by
F*(x) = sup{<x,y>/F(y) : y € Rn, y ^ 0}.
The unit ball Ω* of F* is given by
Ω* = {x:|(x,y}| < 1 for all y 6 Ω}.
For a lattice L C ^n we define the ι-th successwe mimmum \(L; Ω) of L wnh respect
to Ω to be the smallest real number r such that τΩ contains z points of L that are
R-linearly independent. For background on the above notions we refer to [2, 5].
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Theorem 2.8. Lei Ω be the umt ball of a Symmetrie convex distance function in^n
and Ω* the umt ball of its reciprocal distance function. Lei L be a lattice of rank n
in R", and let \t(L;£l) denote the ι-th successwe mmimum of L with respect to Ω.
Then we have
and
i^wr.oi2\ ι τ* ο * Ί 2 <r· -v. * ~^~ n — ι + 4: „,2
l S -M/yjSi) A
n
_ l + 1(.L ,S2 J < n · — — - - - 7 n
/o r l < ι < n, with Jn äs m (1).
The last upper bound is a sharpening of the M. Riesz-K. Mahler theorem [15, 5, Ch.
2, sec. 14.2, Theorem 5, cf. 2, VIII.5], which gives n!4 äs the upper bound.
If Ω and L are äs in the previous theorem, we write μ(£; Ω) for the covering
radius of L with respect to Ω. Our final result is the following.
Theorem 2.9. With Ω and L äs m Theorem 2.8 we have
where 7* is äs in (1).
3. Korkin- Zolotarev bases and successive minima
Proof of Theorem 2.1. There are ι linearly independent vectors of length at most
Xt(L) in L, and under the projection L — > Z/n~ l + 1) at least one of them maps to a
non-zero vector. Therefore we have Ä1(L^n~ l+I ') < X^L). Combining this with (7)
we find that |b | | < Xi(L). Using (2) and (8) we obtain
IM2 < Ibl 2 + lb l 2 - ' A «W 2 + * < A Z L 2 .
Λ J~ J—±
This proves the right side of the inequality in Theorem 2.1. To prove the left side,
1 we first note that for j < i we have
since ^ ( b , ) is a non-zero element of Ζ,(η~·7+1). Hence for j < ι we have
Therefore we have
A
e
(L)2 < maxilbjl2 : l < 3 < 1} <
This proves Theorem 2.1.
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Remark 3.1. We give a few examples to show that the bounds in Theorem 2.1 cannot
be improved by rnore than a constant factor. By ei, . . . , e
n
 we denote the Standard
orthonormal basis of Rn.
First let l < i < n. Let L be the lattice in R " that is spanned by B = [bi,..., b„],
where bj = e^  for j ^ i and bl — ej + J ^ l J ej/^· We have b[ = e^  for all j , and using
the first inequality in Theorem 2.6 one easily deduces that Aj (L) = l for l < j < n—l,
and that B is a Korkin-Zolotarev basis for L. From |bj|2 = (i + 3)/4 = (z+3)Aj(L)2/4
we see that the upper bound in Theorem 2.1 is sharp whenever i < n.
One can show that for i = n > l the upper bound in Theorem 2.1 is not
sharp. We show that it is sharp up to a factor 3 + o(l), for n —» oo. Let n > l,
and let L be the lattice in Rn that is spanned by b 1 ; . . . , b n , where bj = e^  for
j < n and b
n
 = \/3~e
n
/2 + 2™~1
1
eJ/2. It is easy to check that [bi,...,bn] is a
Korkin-Zolotarev basis for L, and that A
n
(L)2 = min{3, (n + 2)/4} < 3. Therefore
\b
n
 2
 = (n + 2)/4 > (n + 2)A
n
(L)2/12, which establishes our claim. A more
complicated example can be constructed in which | b
n
| 2 = (n + O(l))A„(L)2/4.
Next we consider the lower bound in Theorem 2.1. For i = l we clearly
have equality. Let l < i < n, and let L be the lattice in R™ that is spanned by
B = [bi,... ,b„], where b,, =
 6 j for j < i - l, b ,- ! = e ^ + EJ=?<07(* - 1 ) H ,
bj = e, and bj = ne^ for j > i, where {( }) denotes the distance to the nearest integer.
One easily proves that B is a Korkin-Zolotarev basis for L, that Xj(L) — l for j < i
and Aj(L) = n for j > i, and that
l
~
2
 ' \ 2
Aj(L)2 = min{rn2 + Y^ (i \\ : m G Z, 771 ^  Q}.
J=o
The inside sum depends only on gcd(m,i — 1), so the minimum is assumed when
TO is a divisor of i - 1. By means of a straightforward computation this leads to
\(L}2 > (i + 10)/12 = (i + 10)|bj|2/12. This proves that the lower bound in Theorem
2.1 cannot be improved by more than a factor of 3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Minkowski's
theorem that ΠΓ=ι ^(L) ^ 1n^d(L), see [2, VIII.2]. |
Proposition 3.2. Let [bi,.. ,b
n
] be a Korkin-Zolotarev basis of a lattice L, and let
L* be its reciprocal lattice. Then we have
for l < i < n, where 7^ is äs m (1).
Proof. It is easy to see that L^"·7"1"1'* is a sublattice of L*, so we have \i(L*) <
A^L*""·7"1"1'*) for each j . Combining this with
., z—ι
 Λ
 ι—ι
(10) |b j 2 f ^
we obtain
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\b,\2X1(L*)2 < A ^ L ' ™ - ^ ) ^ ! ^ " - ' - " ) * ) 2 + - Σ A^i/7
J=i
For any lattice M of rank k we have by definition of Hermite's constant
where we use that d(M*) = d(M)^1. So we find that
This proves Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.3. For any lattice L of rank n with reciprocal lattice L* we have
for l < i < n, where 7^ is äs m (1).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.2, since At(.L)2 < max{|bj|2 : l < j < i}.
For z = l the bound in Proposition 3.3 is sharp up to a multiplicative constant,
by (9).
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We have An_i+1(L*) < \n_l+l(L^^+1^) whenever j < i,
since ^η~]+ι)* is a sublattice of L*. Combining this with (10) we obtain
|bJ 2A
n
_ l + 1(L*) 2*  <
Applying Proposition 3.3 to each L(^n~-?+1' we find that
^ n-i+l
n — z + 4 j + 3
This proves Theorem 2.2. g
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The lower bound is well known, see [2, VIII.5, Theorem VI].
We prove the upper bound. Interchanging L and L*, if necessary, we may assume
that τ <_ (n + 1)/2. Choosing a Korkin-Zolotarev basis [bi, . . . , b
n
] of L and applying
Theorem 2.2 we obtain
A l(L)2An_,+1(L*)2 < max{ |b/ : l < 3 < i} · A„_ l + 1(L*)2
| 2 Α
η
^ + 1 ( ^ * ) 2 : l < j < 1}
+ 3 n - j + 4 »,
m a x
 __ --- ^ -
 7 « : ! < _ ; <
+ 3 « - i + 4
 +2
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This proves Theorem 2.4. |
4. Bounds for Gram-Schmidt orthogonalizations
Proposition 4.1. Lei B be a reciprocal Korkin- Z Olotarev basis of a lattice L, with
Gram-Schmidt orthogonahzation B^ = [b|, . . . ,\y
n
]. Then we have
for l < i < n.
Proof. By (3) and (4) we have
Multiplying this by \i(L) < 7„ d(L)1/™ we obtain the desired inequality for i = n.
For general i we consider the sublattice Z/
z
 with basis Bt = [b1; . . . , b j . It is easy
to see that Β
τ
 is a reciprocal Korkin-Zolotarev basis for Ll. Hence the result just
proved implies that 7 t |bJ| > Äi(Lt). This is at least Xi(L) because Lt C L. This
proves Proposition 4.1. |
Proposition 4.2. Lei B = [bt , . . . , bn] be a Korkin- Z Olotarev basis of a lattice. L, with
Gram-Schrmdt orthogonahzation [bj, . . . ,b„]. Then we have
for l < i < n.
Proof. By (7) we have
=^·(π
and therefore J
ü
^
for l < j < n. By a straightforward induction on i this yields
for l < ι < n. Using that 7^ . < 2fc/3 for fc > 2 one readily derives that
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With i = n we obtain the case i = n of the first inequality of Proposition 4.2. For
general i one applies the same result to Ll and uses that Ai(Lj) > \i(L). Further
we have
|bn |2 < |bt |2 + £ | b t _ 2
_ t+1
1=2 Z=2
which is the case i = n of the last inequality of Proposition 4.2. For general i one
argues äs before. This proves Proposition 4.2. g
5. Bounds for the covering radius
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The easy lower bound ß(L) > Xn(L)/2 (see [2, XI.3])
combined with Xn(L)\i(L*) > l implies that ß(L)Xi(L*) > 1/2, which proves the
left inequality in Theorem 2.5.
We prove the right inequality in Theorem 2.5 by induction on n, the case n = l
being obvious. Let n > l, let bj 6 L satisfy |bi| — AI (L), and denote by L' the
projection of L on (Rbj)1-. We first prove that
(H) μ(£) 2 ίφι(£) 2 + μ(£')2·
Let χ € V(L). By defmition of μ(Ζ/), there exists b' € L such that the projection
x' of χ - b' on (Rbi)-1- has length at most ß(L'). If we write χ - b' - x' + x", then
x" €
 R b l 5 so we can find b" e Zb2 such that |x" - b"| < |bi|/2 = Ai(L)/2. Then
b = b' + b" is an element of L satisfying
"
2|x - b|2 = |x' + x" - b"|2 = |x'|2 + |x" - b
which proves (11).
Since L'* is a sublattice of L* we have A! (L*) < AI (L'*). Hence (11), Proposition
3.3 and the induction hypothesis imply that
as required. This proves Theorem 2.5.
6. Lower bounds for shortest vector problems and closest vector problems
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let B = [bi,... ,bn], and let b = ]C"=i mj^] De a non-zero
element of L, with rrij 6 z . Let z be maximal with ml ^= 0. Then b - mjbj lies in
the subspace X77~i ^ b j . Since this subspace is orthogonal to bj, we find that
|b| > Kbfl > |bj| > X(B).
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This proves the first assertion of Theorem 2.6.
Next assume that B is a reciprocal Korkin-Zolotarev basis. Then by 4.1 we have
Ai(L) < min{7l|bji : l < t < n} < 7^ (5 ) ,
äs required. This proves Theorem 2.6.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let B = [bi, . . . ,bn], and let χ 6 R m . As in Section 2, we
consider the unique representation
with x' € F(L), b e i , v3 e R, -1/2 < ^ < 1/2, x" e ^(L) 1 . Let v e L. To
prove the first inequality in Theorem 2.7 it suffices to show that |x' — v > wt| for
some i, 0 < i < n, where the Wj are äs in Section 2.
If v = b then x' — v = w0, and we can take i = 0. Suppose that v / b, and write
b — v = ]C_i TO.?bj with ra^ e ^ , m, ^ 0. Then
for some y in the tmbspace spanned by b1; . . . , bl^1, This subspace is orthogonal to
each of bj, . . . , bjj, so
> ( m t + i ; J 2 | b i | 2 + Σ Ι ^ ^ | 2 > Κ | 2 .
.7=1+1
where we use that \ml + vt\ > 1/2. This proves the first inequality of Theorem 2.7.
Next suppose that B is a reciprocal Korkin-Zolotarev basis, let x e R m , and let
the notation be äs above. To prove the second inequality of Theorem 2.7, it suffices
to prove that for each i € {0, l , . . . , n} there exists v e Z. such that
x' - vl2
For i = Q one can take v = b, so let i>0. Let Ll be the lattice spanned by b1; . . . ,
and let z be the element of V(LZ) defined by
)j = x'-b- Σ ^b!·
J = l J=»+l
Let v' e Ll be such that |z — v' < ß(Lt). Then the element v = b + v' of L satisfies
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and therefore
By Theorem 2.5 we have
From the fact that -S* is a Korkin- Zolotarev basis for L* it follows easily that a
Korkin-Zolotarev basis for (Z,,)* is given by the orthogonal projections of b*_ t + 1 ,
. . . , b* on V(Lt). The first of these projections is b*|_ t+1) and its length is A1((I-i)*).
By (3) this implies that Äi((LJ*) = (bj)-1. Putting everything together we obtain
Γ)(>ίι2 + Σ
.7=1+1
äs required. This proves Theorem 2.7.
7. Computational complexity of lattice problems
The following are two basic computational problems concerning lattices.
Fmdmg shortest vector: given n and a basis B — [bj , . . . ,bn] of a sublattice L
of Zn, find a shortest non-zero vector in L.
Fmdmg dosest vector: given n, a basis B = [bi , . . . , bn] of a sublattice L of Z™,
and χ € Z7^ find a vector b ζ L that minimizes |x — b| 2 .
It is not difficult to see that the first problem is polynomial time equivalent to
the problem of finding a Korkin-Zolotarev basis of an arbitrary integer lattice L. It
is suspected to be JVP-hard, but this has never been proved. Van Emde Boas [24]
showed that the second problem is JVP-hard.
The fastest algorithms known for the above two problems are due to R. Kannan
[8], and require the exponential time O(n9nH6), where H is the length of the input
of the problem with the usual encoding in binary.
Several polynomial time algorithms are known for solving weaker versions of
these problems. Lovasz' lattice basis reduction algorithm [11] runs in time O(n6H3)
and is guaranteed to find a short non-zero lattice vector b satisfying
|b| 2 < 2n-1A1(L)2.
Babai [1] observed that this algorithm can also be used to find, for given x, a close
lattice vector b satisfying
- b | 2 < 2 > ( x , L ) 2 .
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Schnorr [21] has given a hierarchy of polynomial time lattice basis reduction algo-
rithms, showing that for any positive ε there exists a polynomial time algorithm that
produces a non-zero lattice vector b satisfying
It is of great interest to find practical polynomial time algorithms that determine a
non-zero vector b 6 L that is certified to satisfy
|b | 2 < /(n)Äx(L)2
with f(n) äs small äs possible.
Even if a shortest, or closest, lattice vector b g L has been found, it is not clear
how to prove that it is indeed the shortest, or closest, lattice vector. No polynomial
length proofs ( "certificates" ) are known to exist for Statements of the form "b is a
shortest non-zero vector in L" or "b is a closest vector in L to x". In this context
the results of Section 6 imply that there is at least a polynomial length proof that b
is quite short, or quite close to x, respectively.
Theorem 7.1. There exists a non-determmistic polynormal time algorithm that given
a basis B of an integer lattice L C ^ n of rank n produces a vector b m L and a proof
that
Furthermore, there exists α non-determimstic polynormal time algorithm that when
given m addition an element x € ^ n produces a vector b in L and a proof that
| x - b | 2 <η 3 μ(χ,£) 2 ·
Proof. We give only a sketch of the proof, leaving the details to the reader.
The first algorithm consists of non-deterministically guessing an element b € L
satisfying |b|2 = λι(Χ)2 äs well äs a Korkin-Zolotarev basis B* - [b*,... ,b*] of L*.
If we guess right, then by the second inequality of Theorem 2.6 we have
|b|2 < η 2λ(β) 2,
where B is the basis of L reciprocal to B*. We can now verify this inequality directly,
since λ(Β)2 is easy to compute. If in addition we check that B is indeed a basis of
L, then the first inequality of Theorem 2.6 implies that b 2 < n2\i(L)2, äs required.
For the second algorithm one proceeds in a similar manner, replacing Theorem
2.6 by 2.7.
This proves Theorem 7.1. l
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8. Symmetrie convex distance functions
Proof of Theorem 2.8. For the last lower bound, see [2, VIII.5, Theorem 6]. If
Ω is the Standard unit sphere in ^n, then the upper bounds in Proposition 3.3
and Theorem 2.4 are sharper by a factor of n than the upper bounds in Theorem
2.8. Applying a linear transformation we see that these sharper bounds are also
valid if Ω is an ellipsoid. In the general case we use the theorem of John [7, 5,
Ch. l, see. 1.6], which asserts that for any Ω there exists an ellipsoid E centered
at 0 such that E c Ω C ^E. Then Xl(L;Q.) < \(L\E) for all i and L, by
the definition of successive minima. Also (^/n)~1E* = (^/nE)* C Ω* c E*, so
λί(Ι/;Ω*) < ^/n-Xl(L;E*). Hence the upper bounds in Theorem 2.8 are implied by
the sharper bounds that are valid for ellipsoids. This proves Theorem 2.8. g
Proof of Theorem 2.9. This follows from Theorem 2.5 by the same argument äs in
the previous proof. l
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